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ABSTRACT 

A data ecosystem offers an alliance-driven infrastructure that enables the interaction of 

different stakeholders and the resolution of interoperability issues among shared data. 

Despite years of research in data governance and management, trustability is still affec-

ted by the absence of transparent and traceable data-driven pipelines. Data integration 

is the main facilitator of such data-driven pipelines and matching is a task at the heart 

of any data integration process, aimed at identifying correspondences among data ele-

ments. Matching problems were traditionally performed in a semi-automatic manner, 

with correspondences being generated by matching algorithms and outcomes subse-

quently validated by human experts. Human-in-the-loop data integration has been re-

cently challenged by the introduction of big data and recent studies have analyzed 

obstacles to effective human matching and validation. In this talk, we focus on the ten-

sion between human and machine matching. We propose a novel data ecosystem archi-

tecture that relies on both human knowledge and machine learning and offer a con-

crete algorithmic solution for effective data integration within this architecture. In parti-

cular, we shall present the limitations of human matching and offer a method for learn-

ing to characterize reliable and valuable matching experts. 
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publications in leading journals, books, and conference proceedings. In the current age of 

big data, his research is focused on developing novel models and algorithms for data in-

tegration. In the past he gave keynotes and tutorials in leading conferences in the areas 

of data and process management. Avigdor Gal is a recipient of the prestigious Yannai a-
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